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Why should we search for LLCP?

experimental

phenomenology

theoretical

➢ super-WIMP: ➢ co-annihilation: 
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long lifetime
 an actor in early Universe

…Why not?

Cf. Harigaya, Kaneta, Matsumoto [1403.0715],
Ellis, Olive, Zheng [1404.5571], etc.

non-standard DM scenarios with LLCP

FCC-hh will cover most of the
standard thermal-WIMP scenario

 next slides

➢ GMSB scenario: light gravitino  long-lived sleptons

➢ split-SUSY: extremely heavy squarks  long-lived gluino

… SUSY?



 Super-WIMP:

➢ NLSP slepton + LSP gravitino

late-time decay

Super-WIMP scenario
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frozen-out

SM

SM

thermal relic with

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama [ph/0306024]



 Super-WIMP:

Super-WIMP scenario
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(short-lived)

LLCP search target

(BBN/CMB constraints
are relevant.)
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non-colored LLCP … covered in this talk

(slepton / stau as a benchmark case)

colored LLCP
( hadronize: “R-hadron”)

“Extrapolations”

(-like) R-hadron: 11–20 TeV?

(-like) R-hadron: 7 TeV
[cf. Barnard, Cox, Gherghetta, Spray, 1510.06405]

 Dedicated studies after detector specs(?)

(√s=100 TeV, 3/ab)



1. Motivations: Why LLCP?

2. Searches at (HL-)LHC

3. Searches at FCC-hh

➢ Muon radiative energy loss

➢ Muon momentum resolution

4. Summary

O u t l i n e
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(non-colored) LLCP searches

p p
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(non-colored) LLCP searches

p p
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(non-colored) LLCP searches

p p
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Remark:
We will stick to slepton (stau) in this talk.



0                      1               2       3        4      5             10 [m]

inner detectors
(trackers)

calorimeters muon spectrometer

hadron

Ecal Hcal

light

heavy
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mass measurement = p & β measurements

“Mass measurement” to distinguish long-lived sleptons

momentum & velocity

➢momentum ➢ velocity

• TOF [time-of-flight]

• dE/dx [ionization energy loss]
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mass measurement = p & β measurements

“Mass measurement” to distinguish long-lived sleptons

momentum & velocity

➢momentum ➢ velocity

• TOF [time-of-flight]

• dE/dx [ionization energy loss]

ATLAS muon data: Δβ = 2.4%
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LLCP searches at LHC Run 2
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CMS-PAS-EXO-16-036 / 1606.05129

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2205281
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05129


LLCP searches at LHC Run 2
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Drell-Yan only:

incl. cascade decay
(assuming some GMSB model)

360 660 1200 1700
–1800



HL-LHC
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current HL-LHC

gluino: 1.7 TeV  2.2 TeV?

stop: 1.2 TeV  1.7 TeV?

stau (GMSB): 660 GeV  1.2 TeV?

stau (DY): 360 GeV  1.0 TeV?

CMS-PAS-EXO-14-007 (sept. 2016)

(or discovery?)

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2206863
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Strategy at 100 TeV collider

our selection flow
Cf.) ATLAS 8 TeV [1411.6795]
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Figure from Groom, Mokhov, Striganov,  Atom. Nucl. Data Tab. 78 (2001) 183-356
[also in PDG Review “Passage of particles through matter”]

Muon energy loss in matter
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Figure from Groom, Mokhov, Striganov,  Atom. Nucl. Data Tab. 78 (2001) 183-356
[also in PDG Review “Passage of particles through matter”]

Muon energy loss in matter

➢ Bremsstrahlung

➢ Photonuclear interaction

➢ e+ - e− pair-production

Muon radiative energy loss
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Muon energy loss in “calorimeter”
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“calorimeter”: approximated by iron (Fe) with 3m thickness.

 some of μ (PT > 500 GeV): > 30 GeV energy deposit.

Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

[Simulated with GEANT 4]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


Assumptions

26 /34

 Detector

➢ similar to ATLAS/CMS

➢ β-resolution same as ATLAS
(resolution: 2.4%)

 Signal: Madgraph5 +
Pythia6 + Delphes3

(calculated at the LO) 

 BKG: “Snowmass 2013”
BKG set for 100TeV

 Pile-up not considered

 -selection flow

 Event selection

Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


SR

signal
SM BKG

LLCP selection flow

Event categorization

Result: cut flow

 -selection flow

 Event selection

Eloss reduces 34% of BKG
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Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


Result: Expected exclusion limit
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Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


Result: Expected exclusion limit

mixing-angle dependence
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Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


Result: LLCP histogram on mass
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Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

FCC-hh trk. goal: 10–20% @ 10 TeV (Michele Selvaggi’s talk)

cf. ATLAS 7 TeV commissioning:

(ID-barrel, MS-barrel, MS-extbarrel) =  (38%, 14%, 6%) @ 1 TeV

(too pessimistic?)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


Result: LLCP histogram on mass
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Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

FCC-hh trk. goal: 10–20% @ 10 TeV (Michele Selvaggi’s talk)

cf. ATLAS 7 TeV commissioning:

(ID-barrel, MS-barrel, MS-extbarrel) =  (38%, 14%, 6%) @ 1 TeV

(too optimistic)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


1. Motivations: Why LLCP?

2. Searches at (HL-)LHC

3. Searches at FCC-hh

➢ Muon radiative energy loss for BKG rejection

➢ Our simulation

4. Summary: FCC-hh prospects

O u t l i n e
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Three topics

 100 TeV FCC-hh
mass reach

 “Muon radiative energy loss”

➢ Bremsstrahlung

➢ Photonuclear interaction

➢ pair-production

 34% of BKG reduction

33 /34

0.3ab−1 1ab−1 3ab−1

Exclusion 1.8–2.3 2.4–3.1 3.2–4.0

Discovery 1.6–2.2 2.3–3.0 3.1–4.0 in TeV



Three topics

 100 TeV FCC-hh muon momentum resolution

34 /34

(FCC-hh trk. goal:                                                              )



Exclusion & Discovery Reach
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Luminosity for exclusion and discovery

for LLCP exclusion
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for LLCP discovery

HL-LHC          FCC-hh

HL-LHC             FCC-hh



Momentum resolution
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Momentum resolution for very-large pT

ATLAS 7 TeV results on muon momentum resolution

ATLAS [1404.4562]; see also [1201.4704]
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HL-LHC: our simulation
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14 TeV LHC expectation Feng, SI, Shadmi, Tarem [1505.02996]

 -selection flow

 Event selection

 Detector

➢ similar to ATLAS/CMS

➢ β-resolution same as ATLAS
(resolution: 2.4%)

 Signal: Madgraph5 +
Pythia6 + Delphes3

(calculated at the LO) 

 BKG: “Snowmass 2013”
BKG set for 14 TeV

(publicly available)

 Pile-up not considered
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.02996


14 TeV LHC expectation
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14 TeV LHC expectation 14 TeV LHC prospects are also studied in
[1106.0764] & [1203.1581] by J. Heisig and J. Kersten.
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Compare with CMS official
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CMS-PAS-EXO-14-007 (sept. 2016)

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2206863


Why β>0.4? (slepton dE/dx)
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Figure from Groom, Mokhov, Striganov,  Atom. Nucl. Data Tab. 78 (2001) 183-356
[also in PDG Review “Passage of particles through matter”] 45 /34



dE/dx to measure β
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Mass measurement = Measurement of velocity β

 TOF : time-of-flight

 dE/dx : ionization energy loss

CMS [1305.0491]
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